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Archivists have long sought to center users in our work, including our descriptive practices and choices, but there has never been a professional community of practice that supports or advocates for the user experience work necessary to truly understand our users’ needs. This has become all the more critical as the archival field has turned its collective attention to reparative and inclusive descriptive projects. This work is often done without fully understanding the impact legacy and new description might have on users, particularly those from underrepresented communities.

In addressing equity, diversity, inclusion and social justice (EDISJ) as a core value for archives and archivists we would like the opportunity to speak about these issues and have an open dialogue with fellow archivists across the profession about user experience initiatives that archivists have conducted at their institutions or are interested in doing. The goal of this presentation is to bring attention to the importance of user experience work around archival description and to begin bringing together a community of practice focused on usability.

We as prospective panelists recognize our positionality as white staff at predominantly white and well-resourced institutions. We will approach any discussion generated by this panel and its participants with cultural humility and an eye towards scalability. User experience testing is truly effective when it can be done by a diverse set of archivists with varying backgrounds and from various institutions.
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